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ABSTRACT: Multifunctional thin films which can display both photocatalytic and
antibacterial activity are of great interest industrially. Here, for the first time, we have used
aerosol-assisted chemical vapor deposition to deposit highly photoactive thin films of Cu-
doped anatase TiO2 on glass substrates. The films displayed much enhanced photocatalytic
activity relative to pure anatase and showed excellent antibacterial (vs Staphylococcus aureus
and Escherichia coli) ability. Using a combination of transient absorption spectroscopy,
photoluminescence measurements, and hybrid density functional theory calculations, we
have gained nanoscopic insights into the improved properties of the Cu-doped TiO2 films.
Our analysis has highlighted that the interactions between substitutional and interstitial Cu
in the anatase lattice can explain the extended exciton lifetimes observed in the doped
samples and the enhanced UV photoactivities observed.
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■ INTRODUCTION

Anatase TiO2 is the leading chemically and biologically stable,
inexpensive semiconductor with photosensitive properties for
applications in photocatalysis and antibacterial surfaces.1−9 For
both applications, the general mechanisms for the functional
properties are very similar;3,10 when TiO2 is irradiated with
photons with energy greater than or equal to the band gap
energy, electrons from the valence band are promoted to the
conduction band and concomitant holes are formed in the
valence band. These electrons and holes can migrate to the
surface of the semiconductor and react with water and oxygen
to produce reactive oxygen species (ROS).10,11 These ROS can
oxidize a wide range of organic species, including pollutants,
bacteria, cancer cells, and viruses. In the case of bacteria, the
ROS produced cause an oxidative stress on bacterial cells that
destroy cell walls, DNA, and proteins.10 This form of
antibacterial activity and decontamination of surfaces is
innovative as it provides effective relief against bacteria that
have grown resistant to many conventional antimicrobial
agents, in part due to decades of inappropriate antibiotic
use.12,13 Applying such coatings on high contact touch surfaces
such as door handles and keyboards in hospital and health care
environments has shown a marked reduction of health care-
associated infections.14

ROS are destructive not only to bacteria but also to organic
pollutants that can be found in air and water. In fact, the
primary application of TiO2 as a photocatalyst is as a self-
cleaning transparent coating on windows to assist in the
breakdown of dirt.1 The incorporation of dopant quantities of

Cu into the TiO2 matrix has dual advantages. Not only can Cu
be used as an antibacterial agent by itself, through Fenton-type
reactions, but TiO2:Cu can also potentially reduce the
recombination of charge carriers which are important for
both antibacterial and self-cleaning applications of TiO2.

15−19

Cu-doped TiO2 has been prepared via solution17−22 and
nonsolution23-based routes in nanoparticulate forms mainly for
photocatalytic and ferromagnetic applications. Sol−gel techni-
ques24 and physical vapor deposition methods such as
magnetron sputtering25 have also been used to fabricate thin
films.
In this paper, we demonstrate for the first time the synthesis

of Cu-doped TiO2 films using an aerosol-assisted chemical
vapor deposition (AACVD) method. AACVD is a facile
technique that places only the limitation of solubility on the
precursors, that is, there are no volatility concerns as with
traditional CVD, thus allowing a wider range of precursors to
be employed.26−31 It is also an atmospheric pressure technique
that has been used to grow a wide range of films for various
applications with the potential for upscale.32−35
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Both pure and Cu-doped TiO2 films were prepared via
AACVD, and their photocatalytic activity to the degradation of
a model organic pollutant, stearic acid, and antibacterial
activity to bacteria Escherichia coli and Staphylococcus aureus
was examined under 365 nm radiation and compared. Cu-
doped TiO2 films showed enhanced photocatalytic [formal
quantum efficiency (FQE) of 1.1 × 10−4 molecules photon−1

for 5% Cu-doped TiO2] and antimicrobial activities
(destruction of E. coli and S. aureus to almost undetectable
levels under 4 h of 365 nm irradiation) compared with pure
TiO2. Transient absorption spectroscopy (TAS) studies
showed that photogenerated charge carriers were longer-lived
in Cu-doped TiO2 films. Hybrid functional ab initio density
functional theory (DFT) calculations were also carried out in
order to determine the mechanism for the enhancement in
photocatalytic activities and charge carrier lifetimes that Cu-
doped anatase provides.

■ EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY
All chemicals used were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich Chemical Co.
and used as received. Deposition was carried out on an 150 × 45 ×
4.5 mm SiO2 (50 nm)-coated float glass (SiO2 acts as a barrier layer
preventing the diffusion of ions from within the glass into the
deposited film) which has been supplied by Pilkington NSG. Prior to
use, the glass substrates were thoroughly cleaned using acetone
(99%), isopropanol (99.9%), and distilled water and dried in air.
Deposition Procedure. Deposition was carried out under N2

(BOC Ltd., 99.99% purity) flow using titanium isopropoxide
[Ti(OCH(CH3)2)4] (99%), copper nitrate (hydrated), [Cu(NO3)2·
3H2O] (99%), and ethyl acetate (99%).
[Ti(OCH(CH3)2)4] (0.5 g, 1.76 mmol) was dissolved in ethyl

acetate (30 mL) in a glass bubbler. The resulting solution was
atomized using a piezoelectric device (Johnson Matthey Liquifog).
For the Cu-doped TiO2 films, [Cu(NO3)2·3H2O] (2, 5, 10, and 20
mol % relative to [Ti(OCH(CH3)2)4]) was added to the [Ti(OCH-
(CH3)2)4]/ethyl acetate solution. The precursor flow was kept at 1.4
L·min−1. The substrate temperature was 470 °C. After the precursor
solution had been transferred, the bubblers were closed, and the
substrate was cooled under a flow of N2 to less than 100 °C before it
was removed. Coated substrates were handled and stored in air. The
coated glass substrate was cut into ca. 1 cm × 1 cm squares for
subsequent analysis.
Film Characterization. Powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD)

patterns were measured using a modified Bruker-AXS D8
diffractometer with parallel beam optics and a PSD LynxEye silicon
strip detector. This instrument uses an unmonochromated Cu Kα
source (Kα1, 1.54 Å) operated at 40 kV with a 30 mA emission
current. The incident beam angle was set at 1°, and the angular range
of the patterns collected was 10° < 2θ < 65° with a step size of 0.05°
counted at 1 s/step. Raman spectroscopy was carried out on a
Renishaw 1000 spectrometer equipped with a 514.5 nm laser. The
Raman system was calibrated using a silicon reference. Scanning
electron microscopy (SEM) was performed to determine the surface
morphology and film thickness using a JEOL JSM-6301F field
emission scanning electron microscope at an accelerating voltage of 5
keV. UV−visible (UV−vis) spectroscopy was performed using a
PerkinElmer LAMBDA 950 UV/vis/NIR spectrophotometer over a
wavelength range of 300−2500 nm. The spectra were referenced
against an air background. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS)
was performed using a Thermo Kα spectrometer with monochro-
mated Al Kα radiation, a dual beam charge compensation system, and
a constant pass energy of 50 eV. Survey scans were collected in the
range of 0−1200 eV. High-resolution peaks were used for the
principal peaks of Ti (2p), O (2p), Cu (2p), C (1s), and Si (2p). The
peaks were modeled using sensitivity factors to calculate the film
composition. The area underneath these bands is an indication of the
element concentration within the region of analysis (spot size 400
μm). Photoluminescence (PL) spectra from 350 to 800 nm were

recorded using an Edinburgh spectrofluorometer equipped with a
maximum average power of 5 mW. The excitation wavelength used
was 380 nm. The PL signals from 900 to 1600 nm were collected
through a Newport Oriel monochromator interfaced with a Newport
Merlin lock-in amplifier and detected by a TE-cooled Ge photo-
detector. The samples were excited using a 532 nm diode-pumped
solid-state laser. The excitation power was 70 mW. The PL spectra
were recorded under air and at room temperature.

Transient Absorption Spectroscopy. TAS was used to
determine exciton lifetimes at room temperature (∼22 °C) from
the microsecond to second timescale. Samples were excited using
pulsed laser excitation (λ = 355 nm, Opolette 355, pulse width = 6 ns,
pulse repetition = 0.8 Hz, laser power = 1.55 mJ·cm−2) through a
liquid light guide. A quartz halogen lamp (100 W, Bentham, IL 1)
with a stabilized power supply (Bentham, 605) was used as the probe
light source. To reduce stray light, scattered light, and sample
emission, two monochromators and appropriate optical cutoff filters
were placed before and after the sample. The probe light passing
through the sample was detected using a Si photodiode (Hamamatsu
Photonics, S1722-01). This signal was passed through an amplifier
(Costronics Electronics) and then measured using a digital
oscilloscope. Decays presented are the average between 100 and
200 laser pulses. Samples were measured inside a gas-tight quartz cell
under an argon gas atmosphere.

Functional Testing. The photocatalytic activity was measured by
monitoring the photocatalytic decomposition of a model organic
pollutant, stearic acid (95%, Sigma-Aldrich). To measure the
photocatalytic decomposition of a stearic acid coating, samples were
attached to an IR sample holder consisting of an aluminum sheet with
a circular hole in the middle. The stearic acid coating was applied
from a saturated solution of stearic acid in chloroform (0.05 M)
through a dip-coating process. Pilkington NSG Activ glass was used as
a benchmark and blank float glass as a control. The breakdown of the
C−H bonds in stearic acid was measured using Fourier transform
infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy between 2800 and 3000 cm−1 using a
PerkinElmer Spectrum RX1 FTIR spectrometer. Measurements were
taken at 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 18, and 23 h intervals with the samples irradiated
using a 365 nm UVA lamp.

The C−H bonds in stearic acid absorb at 2958 cm−1 (C−H stretch
CH3), 2923 cm−1 (symmetric C−H stretch CH2), and 2853 cm−1

(asymmetric C−H stretch CH2). These peaks can be integrated to
give an approximate concentration of stearic acid on the surface using
a calibration constant (where 1 A·cm−1 in the integrated area between
2800 and 3000 cm−1 corresponds to approximately 9.7 × 1015

molecules cm−2).36,37 The rate of removal of stearic acid can thus
be measured by monitoring the decrease in IR absorbance. The
results are typically expressed in terms of FQE, ξ, defined as the
number of molecules degraded per incident photon (units, molecule
× photon−1). The light source was a black light-bulb lamp, 2 × 8 W
(Vilmer-Lourmat). The irradiance of the lamp (I = 3.15 mW cm−2)
was measured using a UVX radiometer (UVP).

E. coli (ATCC 25922) and S. aureus (8325-4) strains were
maintained by weekly subculture on Brain Heart Infusion (BHI) agar
(Oxoid, Basingstoke, UK). Both bacteria were used to inoculate two
separate 10 mL aliquots of sterile BHI broths (Oxoid, Basingstoke,
UK) and incubated aerobically at 37 °C for 18 h. Bacteria from the
overnight culture were harvested by centrifugation at 13,000g for 1
min. The bacteria were then resuspended in phosphate-buffered saline
(PBS) (Oxoid, Basingstoke, UK) and again centrifuged at 13,000g for
1 min. Finally, the bacterial pellet was resuspended in PBS before use.
The turbidity of the bacterial cell suspension was measured at 600 nm
using a spectrophotometer and was adjusted to an optical density,
which corresponded to approximately 105 colony-forming units per
25 μL aliquot.

Prior to use, the pure TiO2 and Cu-doped TiO2 slides were cut into
1 × 1 cm sections. A humidity chamber was created to ensure that the
suspensions did not dry out. A 25 μL aliquot of the bacterial cell
suspension was spread evenly on the surface of each slide and
incubated at room temperature (21 ± 2 °C) for the allocated
exposure time. For each exposure time (2 and 4 h), triplicate samples
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were analyzed, and uncoated glass microscope slides were used as a
control. The samples were then irradiated for 2 and 4 h using a UVA
lamp (Vilber-Lourmat, 2 × 8 W, 365 nm, 0.65 ± 0.23 mW cm−2). A
further set of samples (in triplicate) was maintained in the dark for the
duration of the irradiation time. Each exposure time was also repeated
on two separate occasions.
After incubation, the slides were aseptically transferred to 5 mL of

PBS and vortexed for 30 s to release the bacteria into the solution.
Serial dilutions of the resulting bacterial suspensions were prepared in
PBS, and 100 μL from each dilution was spread onto MacConkey agar
(Oxoid, Basingstoke, UK) for E.coli and Mannitol salt agar (MSA,
Oxoid Ltd) for S. aureus. Plates were incubated aerobically at 37 °C
for 24 h. After incubation, any bacterial colonies were counted, and
viable counts of bacteria were calculated.
Theoretical Methodology. All bulk properties, intrinsic defects,

and extrinsic dopants together with their respective charge states were
simulated using DFT within the plane-wave code VASP.36,38−40

Defect supercells were created from the geometrically optimized bulk
parameters of anatase TiO2 using the hybrid HSE06 (Heyd−
Scuseria−Ernzerhof)41,42 functional. Hybrid functionals are an
improvement on standard DFT functionals, which contain a
systematic self-interaction error, thus underestimating band gaps.
HSE06 has been shown to provide a reasonably accurate description
of the electronic and geometric properties of all the polymorphs of
TiO2.

2,43−49 In order to describe the interactions between the core
and valence electrons, the projector augmented wave (PAW)
method50 was used, which mimics an all-electron method but with
greater computational efficiency.
A geometry optimization was carried out on the primitive unit cell

of bulk anatase TiO2, allowing volume, lattice parameters, and atoms
to relax until the forces on all the atoms were less than 0.01 eV Å−1.
An accurate geometry and electronic structure was calculated using a
450 eV plane-wave energy cutoff and a Γ-centered 7 × 7 × 5 k-point
grid. From the primitive bulk, a 3 × 3 × 2 supercell containing 108
atoms was created, and thus defective variants were made. Geometric

optimizations on the supercells were calculated with only the ions
allowed to relax until all the forces were less than 0.01 eV Å−1. Γ-
centered k-point meshes of 2 × 2 × 2 combined with plane-wave
cutoffs of 450 eV were used, and all defect calculations were spin-
polarized. It is known that under Ti-rich conditions, Ti2O3 is a
limiting phase as seen in other theoretical calculations;51 the geometry
and total energy of the relaxed unit cell were calculated using a plane-
wave cutoff of 450 eV and a Γ-centered k-point mesh of 8 × 8 × 8.
For the Cu chemical potential, three limiting phases were considered:
CuO, Cu2O, and Cu where, under O-poor conditions, the chemical
potential is limited by the formation of Cu and, under O-rich
conditions, by the formation of CuO. A geometry optimization of
CuO was calculated using a plane-wave cutoff of 450 eV and a Γ-
centered k-point mesh of 6 × 6 × 6, and the lowest energy magnetic
configuration was found to be antiferromagnetic, consistent with
other first-principles calculations and experiment.52−55 See the
Supporting Information for methodology on defect formalism,
thermodynamic limits, and optical absorption and emission
calculations.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Pure and Cu-doped TiO2 films were synthesized from the
AACVD reaction of [Ti(OCH(CH3)2)4] and 2, 5, 10, and 20
mol % of [Cu(NO3)2·3H2O] in ethyl acetate at 470 °C with
N2 as the carrier gas. All films were translucent with gray/green
coloration, particularly the 20 mol % doped film had excellent
coverage and well adhered to the substrate, passing the Scotch
tape test.56

X-ray Diffraction and Raman Spectroscopy. The films
were studied using XRD (Figure 1a) to determine whether the
desired solid solution had formed. Only reflections for the
anatase phase of TiO2 were visible for all films apart from the
20% doped where, as the possible maximum Cu solubility is

Figure 1. (a) XRD patterns and (b) Raman spectra for the undoped, 2, 5, 10, and 20% Cu-doped TiO2 anatase films grown using AACVD.

Figure 2. (a) UV−vis spectra encompassing the UV, visible, and near-IR wavelengths and (b) PL spectra for the undoped, 2, 5, 10, and 20% Cu-
doped TiO2 anatase films grown using AACVD.
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reached, additional peaks (43.2 and 50.4°) corresponding to
the Cu metal were also observed. No noticeable shifting of the
anatase Bragg reflections was seen for the Cu-doped films that
would be normally expected upon substitutional or interstitial
doping because of the difference in ionic radius among Ti(IV)
(0.60 Å), Cu(I) (0.77 Å), and Cu(II) (0.73 Å). This does
introduce the possibility that the Cu dopant may not be
present in the lattice, that is, as a solid solution but actually as a
secondary phase(s). However, the lack of TiO2 lattice
distortion is explained by the DFT calculations where
substitutional Cu doping of anatase is expected to cause
minimal distortion of the lattice (see the Defect Thermody-
namics section). Raman spectroscopy (Figure 1b) showed only
shifts for the tetragonal anatase phase with four active modes
visible for all samples including 20%this is expected as
Cu(0) would be Raman inactive. With increasing Cu
concentration, the Raman data also showed a small blue shift
in the principal Eg vibrational mode (caused by symmetric O−
Ti−O stretching vibrations in TiO2 and indicative of unit cell
size) of anatase. This indicates an expansion in the anatase unit
cell and is in contrast to XRD results where no change was
observed. This discrepancy can be explained by the fact that
Raman spectroscopy is more surface-sensitive compared to
XRD.
Ultraviolet−Visible Spectroscopy and PL. Figure 2a

shows the UV−vis spectra for the pure and Cu-doped films.
The spectra are quite similar for pure TiO2 and 2% Cu-doped
TiO2, with transmittance in the visible region at 70%. The
transmittance in the visible region decreases systematically
with increasing Cu concentration reaching 30% for the 20%
doped film. The indirect optical band gap, calculated using the

Tauc plot, remained at 3.3 eV for the pure, 2, 5, and 10% films.
For the 20% Cu-doped TiO2 film however, a small shift was
observed at 3.2 eV (see the Supporting Information).
Figure 2b shows that the emission of Cu-doped TiO2 films

in the UV−vis and IR regions was carried out by PL. PL
spectral emission can be used to study charge carrier
recombination and to investigate the efficiency of charge
carrier trapping, migration, separation, and transfer in semi-
conductors.57−59 PL emission spectra result from the radiative
recombination of photoexcitation, where a higher PL intensity
shows a higher degree of radiative recombination.57,60 There
have been examples of materials displaying strong PL and high
photocatalytic activity.61

PL emission spectra of Cu-doped TiO2 at different Cu-
doping concentrations (2, 5, 10, and 20%) in the wavelength
range from 350 to 800 and 900 to 1600 nm with excitation
wavelengths of 380 and 532 nm (respectively) are presented in
Figure 2b. All the samples have a peak at 380−430 nm, which
could be due to band gap, defects, or surface trapping of
electrons.60 There are broad peaks from around 500 to 650 nm
which intensify with increasing Cu doping, and the peaks
located at around 520 nm are thought to be due to a self-
trapping of electrons by the TiO6 octahedra.60 In the NIR
region, emission peaks with wavelengths of 1010, 1128, 1230,
1340, and 1525 nm are found to originate as normal glass
emissions. In undoped anatase TiO2, the nonglass peaks exist
as low-intensity peaks, in particular peaks around 920 and 1050
nm are likely due to defect-centered emissions. In 2, 5, and
10% Cu-doped anatase, the peaks present in anatase
(nonglass) are observed here albeit more pronounced. In 2,
5, and 10% TiO2:Cu, additional peaks exist such as the

Figure 3. Cu 2p XPS spectra for the (a) 2, (b) 5, (c) 10, and (d) 20% Cu-doped TiO2 anatase films showing the presence of Cu(0), Cu(I), and
Cu(II) oxidation states.
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emission at 960, 1250, and 1400 nm. 20% Cu, however,
appears more like undoped anatase, with the glass peaks
dominating the spectrum. To understand these results,
theoretical calculations on the PL of Cu-doped anatase are
given below (dopant-centered optical properties).
X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy. The oxidation state

of the Cu dopant on the surface of the films was determined
using XPS (Figure 3). In the 2% Cu-doped film, the Cu 2p3/2
peak is centered at 932.3 eV, matching the transition for Cu(0)
and/or Cu(I) [because of heavy peak overlap, it is difficult to
distinguish between Cu(0) and Cu(I) from the Cu 2p region
alone].62,63 The lack of the Cu(II) shake-up satellite peak that
is normally found around 945 eV indicates the absence of
Cu(II) on this surface. For the higher 5, 10, and 20% doped
films, the line shapes of the Cu 2p3/2 and 2p1/2 transitions are
asymmetrical and therefore deconvoluted to two different
environments. For these films, the principal 2p3/2 peaks are
centered at 932.4 eV and matches to Cu(0)/Cu(I). The
secondary peaks are centered at 934.5 eV and are assigned to
Cu(II).62,63 The presence of Cu(II) here is further supported
by the associated satellite peaks at 945 eV. This supports the
DFT results which indicate that both Cu(I) and Cu(II) states
are expected in both substitutional and interstitial sites in the
anatase crystal lattice (see the Defect Thermodynamics
section).
The Cu dopant on the surface of the films was determined

using the XPS data. For the 0, 2, 5, 10, and 20 mol % solutions
used, the concentration of Cu was 0, 22, 30, and 38 at. %,
suggesting surface segregation of Cu.
Transient Absorption Spectroscopy. TAS is a form of

laser flash spectroscopy that can monitor the generation,
recombination, trapping, charge transfer, and so forth of
photogenerated charges in semiconductors.64,65 The dynamics
of photogenerated charges can be studied by tracking transient
changes in absorbance at particular wavelengths,66 where it has
been shown that the electrons and holes in anatase TiO2
absorb in the visible region.67,68 The technique has primarily
been used to study charge-transfer processes in solar cells
(organic−organic or inorganic−organic)69−71 and has also
been used to study charge transfers in heterojunction
photocatalysts (inorganic−inorganic)72 as well as the kinetics
of photocatalytic processes.73−75

In this study, the kinetics of electron−hole recombination
for the series of Cu-doped anatase TiO2 samples were
investigated using TAS. Samples were excited using a UVA
laser (355 nm, 1.55 mJ·cm−2·per pulse), and the transient
changes in absorption were measured from 450 to 950 nm.
Previous studies have shown that the photogenerated electrons

and holes in anatase show broad absorptions centered at ∼800
and 450 nm, respectively.67 An example TAS spectrum of the
5% Cu-doped TiO2 sample is shown in Figure 4a, which shows
an extended absorption across the visible typical of anatase
TiO2. The decay kinetics did not change with probe
wavelength. This showed that charge-transfer processes were
not occurring within the material. For instance, it has typically
been cited that phase-segregated metal dopants in TiO2, such
as Cu, may act as electron sinks.76 If Cu was indeed acting as
an electron sink, our TAS studies would show a difference in
decay kinetics in the electron region (∼800 nm) compared
with the hole region (∼450 nm). This was not the case for any
Cu-doped sample studied herein. As the samples were studied
in an argon atmosphere, no photochemistry could occur. This
indicated that the transient decay of our absorption signals was
due solely to electron−hole recombination. The kinetics of
electron−hole recombination were compared across all
samples (Figure 4b). These kinetics could be fit to power
law decays, typical of the trap/detrapping movement of the
charge found in anatase TiO2.

77 The rate of recombination was
quantified by finding the time where half the initial absorption
was lost (t50%). In the 5% Cu-doped TiO2 sample,
recombination was the slowest (t50% ≈ 110 ms), followed by
the 2% (t50% ≈ 26 ms), 10% (t50% ≈ 19 ms), 20% (t50% ≈ 3
ms), and undoped sample (t50% ≈ 1 ms). In the undoped
sample, the timescale of recombination was typical of anatase
TiO2. Moreover, our TAS results showed that Cu doping
resulted in an enhancement in charge carrier lifetime.
Substantial differences in the initial absorption were also
observed (Figure 4b). This indicated that there were critical
differences in ultrafast timescale recombination between
samples, not observable on the timescale of these measure-
ments. It was clear that the 5% Cu-doped TiO2 sample
possessed the greatest number of photogenerated charges from
10 μs (followed by the 2, 10, 20%, and undoped TiO2 sample).
This trend was analogous to the lifetime of photogenerated
charges, where the 5% Cu-doped TiO2 samples showed both
the most charges from 10 μs and the slowest rate of electron−
hole recombination.

Photocatalysis Testing. The photocatalytic activities of
the as-synthesized films were evaluated against the degradation
of a model organic pollutant, octadecanoic (stearic) acid,
under ultraviolet (UVA) illumination (I = 3.15 mW cm−2).
Stearic acid is highly stable under UV light (in the absence of
an underlying effective photocatalyst) and can be easily
monitored on transparent materials via infrared spectroscopy.
Its photocatalytic degradation can be monitored following the
disappearance of characteristic C−H modes at 2958, 2923, and

Figure 4. (a) Transient absorption spectra at select times for the 5% Cu-doped TiO2 thin film. (b) Recombination kinetics at 950 nm for all
samples, where the dashed lines represent a fit to a power law decay model [f(t) = a·tb, where t is the time and a and b are variables].
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2853 cm−1 (Figure 5b). The photocatalytic rates were
estimated from the linear regression of the initial steps (30−

40%) of the curve of integrated area versus illumination time.
The corresponding rates were expressed as FQEs, defined as
molecules of stearic acid degraded over incident photons
(units, molecule × photon−1) (Figure 5a). The variation in
FQE values was not attributed to differences in physical
properties of the films as all films investigated showed
comparable thicknesses and crystallinity based on XRD and
SEM analyses (Figure 1a and Supporting Information). In

addition, a blank piece of glass (as a control) and Pilkington
Activ self-cleaning glass (15 nm TiO2 anatase coating) were
also tested for comparison.
The pure TiO2 sample showed a destruction rate of 7.2 ×

10−5 molecules·photon−1; upon doping 2 and 5% of Cu, the
rate increases to 9.1 × 10−5 and 1.1 × 10−4 molecules·photon−1

(a higher rate than Activ, 9.4 × 10−5 molecules·photon−1),
respectively. At higher concentrations of Cu (10 and 20%), the
stearic acid destruction rate decreases to 6.7 × 10−5 and 2.1 ×
10−5 molecules·photon−1, respectively. The film photocatalytic
activities observed (Figure 5) could be correlated directly with
photogenerated charge carrier lifetimes (Figure 4), where high
lifetime resulted in high photocatalytic activity. These
observations were attributed to the kinetics of the typical
processes associated with photocatalysis on TiO2. It is
commonly accepted that photocatalysis on TiO2 occurs
through the reaction of (i) holes with surface H2O producing
highly reactive hydroxyl radicals that subsequently degrade
nearby organics and (ii) electrons with O2 forming highly
reactive superoxide radicals that also degrade nearby
organics.71 These two processes occur on different timescales,
where it has been demonstrated that holes can react with H2O
within ∼2 μs and electrons react with O2 from 10 to 900 μs.72

Our TAS studies showed that the sample with the longest-lived
photogenerated charge carrier was 5% Cu-doped TiO2, which
showed both the slowest rate of recombination and the highest
number of photogenerated charges.

Antibacterial Testing. Because the 5% Cu-doped TiO2
sample showed the best photocatalytic results, this sample was
chosen along with pure TiO2 for antimicrobial activity testing
against a Gram-negative bacterium, E. coli, and a Gram-positive
bacterium, S. aureus, in the dark and under UVA-irradiated
conditions. In the case of E. coli, there was no significant
reduction in the colony counts for the pure TiO2 sample in the
dark from 2 to 4 h (Figure 6a,b). A small reduction was
observed under UVA irradiation, which is likely due to the

Figure 5. (a) FQEs obtained during the degradation of stearic acid
under the UVA irradiation of Cu:TiO2 and undoped thin films. Blank
glass and Activ samples are included for comparison. (b) IR spectra of
stearic acid upon UVA illumination (I = 3.15 mW·cm−2) on a typical
Cu-doped TiO2, 5% Cu:TiO2.

Figure 6. Antimicrobial test results for pure and 5% doped films in the dark and under UVA conditions for 2 (a,c) and 4 h (b,d) against Gram-
negative E. coli (a,b) and Gram-positive S. aureus (c,d) bacteria.
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oxidative stress caused by the generation of ROS. This was also
observed when the pure TiO2 sample was tested against S.
aureus (Figure 6c,d). However, for the Cu-doped sample, there
was a small but significant decrease in the colony counts of
both E. coli and S. aureus in the dark, which is possibly due to
the cytotoxicity of Cu0, Cu+, and Cu2+. Under UVA irradiation
of 4 h, there was a rapid decrease in bacterial numbers, to
below or almost below detectable levels, for S. aureus and E.
coli, respectively (Figure 6b,d). We attribute this to the
generation of ROS that attack organic matter when TiO2 is
irradiated with energy above its band gap as well as the
cytotoxicity of Cu species. The activity was higher in the Cu-
doped TiO2 film compared to that in the undoped film, as
previously observed from TAS measurements and discussed,
because of the Cu states acting as trapping sites that can reduce
charge carrier recombination. The lifetimes of the charge
carrier are important as they have to travel to the surface of the
semiconductor before they can undergo reactions with water
and oxygen to produce ROS that then proceed to destroy
bacterial cells. The secondary reason for the superior activity of
the doped samples over the undoped samples is due to the
presence of Cu that has its own antibacterial properties via
Fenton-type reactions as discussed in the Introduction. The
reasons for the higher killing efficacy for the Gram-positive
bacteria S. aureus over the Gram-negative E. coli are not fully
understood, but it may be due to their increased permeability
toward cytotoxic Cu ions of the Gram-positive bacteria cell
envelope that is composed of a cell membrane and a highly
permeable cell wall. Although the cell envelope is thinner for
Gram-negative bacteria, it contains two membrane layers of
which the outer membrane is constructed of mostly tightly
packed lipopolysaccharide molecules that are successful
permeability barriers.78

Defect Thermodynamics. In order to rationalize the
increased performance of the Cu-doped TiO2 films over the
undoped films, we have carried out a detailed hybrid DFT
study of the defect chemistry of Cu-doping anatase TiO2.
Figure 7 displays the thermodynamic transition levels for all
the intrinsic and extrinsic defects considered in this study
under Ti-rich/O-poor and Ti-poor/O-rich conditions.
In this study, the dominant acceptor and donor defects

present in anatase TiO2 are considered. These have been
shown in previous theoretical studies to be the oxygen vacancy
(VO) and the titanium vacancy (VTi).

46,49,51,79−81 Ti-rich/O-
poor growth conditions typically favor the formation of n-type

defects, thus VO is lowest in formation energy under these
conditions (ΔHf (VO

0 ) = ∼1.19 eV). Under Ti-poor/O-rich
conditions, the formation of an oxygen vacancy rises to ∼4.71
eV. VO acts as a resonant two-electron donor with the 2+/0
transition level occurring ∼0.12 eV above the conduction band
maximum (CBM). This is in contrast to other wide band gap
metal oxides such as ZnO,82−85 SnO2,

85−88 and BaSnO3
89,90

where VO acts as a deep donor and is not expected to
contribute largely to the intrinsic conductivity of the material.
Our results are consistent with previous theoretical studies on
anatase.49,51,89−92

The titanium vacancy acts as an ultradeep acceptor with the
0/1− transition level occurring ∼0.87 eV above the valence
band maximum (VBM). Under typically p-type favorable
conditions (Ti-poor/O-rich), the formation energy of the
neutral charge state is ∼7.23 eV and almost doubles under Ti-
rich/O-poor growth conditions (ΔHf (VTi

0 ) = ∼14.26 eV). All
holes are localized on adjacent oxygens around the defect as
shown in previous calculations.93 Under a Ti-poor/O-rich
regime, VTi

4− begins to compensate VO
2+ ∼2.28 eV above the

VBM trapping the Fermi energy around this point.
Under Ti-poor/O-rich conditions, CuTi acts as a relatively

low formation energy deep acceptor. The formation energy of
CuTi

0 is ∼2.20 eV, and the 0/1− transition level occurs ∼0.65
eV above the VBM. The 1−/2− transition level occurs ∼1.57
eV above the VBM, and the 3− charge state is not seen over
the entirety of the band gap. Copper is therefore incorporated
as Cu(II) when in a substitutional configuration, which
explains the prevalence of this oxidation state in the
experiment.21,22,94−96 Figure 8a−c shows the hole localization
on and around the CuTi defect in the neutral (7c), 1− (7b),
and 2− (7c) charge states. In CuTi

0 , one hole is localized in a d-
orbital on Cu and the other two are delocalized on the six
joining oxygens. The evolution to the 1− charge state fills a
hole with an electron leaving one localized in the Cu d-orbital
and the other delocalized as before. In the 2− charge state,
(7c), the remaining hole is still mostly localized in the Cu d-
orbital but with some density on two equatorial (to the plane
of the page) oxygen p-orbitals. Despite being a larger cation
than Ti,97 Cu substitution results in a minimal distortion of the
crystal lattice. The Cu atom itself remains in the original Ti
position over all charge states, and the adjacent oxygen ions
hardly shift from their positions in the neutral, 1−, and 3−
charge states. The CuTi

2− case displays a small shift of one of
the O ions by ∼10%, as seen in Figure 8c. CuTi

2− begins to be

Figure 7. Transition level diagram under both Ti-rich/O-poor (left) and Ti-poor/O-rich (right) growth regimes. The Fermi energy ranges from
the VBM (0 eV) to the CBM (∼3.35 eV).
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compensated for by VO
2+ ∼1.67 eV above the VBM (∼1.68 eV

below the CBM) under Ti-poor/O-rich conditions trapping
the Fermi energy at this point. Under n-type favorable

conditions, Ti-rich/O-poor, CuTi
0 has a very high formation

energy of ∼7.76 eV and is thus likely to form in negligible
quantities.
Our calculations show that the formation energy of CuTi is

reduced when adjacent to an oxygen vacancy ([CuTi + VO]).
Under O-poor and O-rich conditions, this defect cluster
possesses formation energies of ∼2.94 and ∼0.89 eV,
respectively. In [CuTi + VO], Cu relaxes slightly away from
VO compared to Cu in CuTi

2− as expected. These results
indicate however that the presence of this defect cluster is
unlikely to appear in large quantities under both Ti-poor/O-
rich conditions and that Cu doping will not likely induce
oxygen vacancies in anatase TiO2 consistent with the work by
Mathew et al.98

Cui acts as a resonant one-electron donor under both growth
regimes and has a quite low formation energy under Ti-rich/
O-poor conditions (ΔHf (Cui

0) = ∼0.96 eV), which rises to
∼2.41 eV under Ti-poor/O-rich conditions. From our
calculations, it is likely that interstitial Cu incorporates as
Cu(I) with the 2+/1+ transition level occurring ∼0.37 eV
below the CBM. In the literature, Cu is seen as both Cu(II)
and Cu(I), and it is likely that both Cui and CuTi coexist in the
anatase lattice, as indicated by our calculations. Despite being a
resonant donor, the 1+/0 transition level occurs ∼0.05 eV
above the CBM, indicating that increasing the copper
incorporation into anatase will not lead to high carrier
concentrations. When in the neutral charge state (CuTi

0 ), Cu
is expected to exist as Cu2+, thus when the Fermi level is very
high, that is, with increased Cu incorporation, Cu2+ is expected
to be seen (likewise with lower concentrations, Cu+ may be

Figure 8. Partial charge densities for the Cu-related defects. (a−c)
Hole charge density for CuTi

0 , CuTi
−, and CuTi

2− defects as viewed
along the (010) direction. (d,e) Electron charge density for Cui

0 and
Cui

+, respectively, as viewed down the (100) direction. The hole
density is shown in blue and the electron density in orange 0−0.015
eV Å−1.

Figure 9. Configurational coordinate diagrams for VTi (a,b) and VO (c,d). (a,c) Absorption and subsequent emission of an electron to/from the
CBM and (b,d) capture of an electron and subsequent emission from/to the VBM.
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seen). From our calculations, Cui moves from the perfect
octahedral interstitial position to a distorted square planar
position where it bonds to four oxygens. This can be seen in
Figure 8d,e. This behavior is not surprising considering that
Cu2+ is well known to be Jahn−Teller active, thus preferring a
distorted square planar configuration. Under all charge states,
Cu remains in the same position and the Cu−O distances
remain at 2.00 Å similar to the average Ti−O bond length of
1.98 Å in anatase. The neighboring four Ti ions move slightly
away by an average of 4% from the Cui defect and remain in
the same position over all the charge states. In Figure 8d,e, the
partial charge density is shown for the neutral (Figure 8d) and
1+ (Figure 8e) charge states. In the neutral charge state, both
electrons are delocalized over the Ti 3d orbitals that make up
the CBM [indicating Cu(II)], and in the 1+ charge state, there
is a localization of the electron density on and around Cu
[indicating Cu(I)].
Dopant-Centered Optical Properties. The optical

transitions for all defects were evaluated and are shown for
the intrinsic defects, VTi and VO, in Figure 9 and substitutional
and interstitial Cu in Figure 10.
Absorption. VTi undergoes optical absorption from both the

excitation of an electron to the conduction band and the
ionization of a hole in the valence band and is shown in Figure
9a,b, respectively. For the excitation of an electron to the
conduction band, VTi undergoes four transitions with 414, 401,
371, and 366 nm for VTi

4− → VTi
3−, VTi

3− → VTi
2−, VTi

2− →
VTi

−, and VTi
− → VTi

0 , respectively. These absorptions are likely
to exist within the absorption edge of anatase and thus will be
indistinguishable; however, these may be present in fine
structure absorption spectra peaks.99 VTi can also undergo the
capture of an electron (or hole ionization) from the valence

band, resulting in four more absorptions with wavelengths of
579, 508, 475, and 496 nm for VTi

0 → VTi
−, VTi

− → VTi
2−, VTi

2−

→ VTi
3−, and VTi

3− → VTi
4−, respectively. It is likely that these

peaks will be seen with the increasing concentration of VTi and
that a greater absorption of visible light will be observed.
Figure 9c,d shows the optical absorption values for VO.

Despite VO being thermodynamically resonant within the
conduction band, the optical excitation of electrons can still
occur. The optical excitation to the conduction band from VO

0

→ VO
+ and VO

+ → VO
2+ is a two-photon process with a very

low absorption energy of 2799 nm whose observation is not
likely. A similar two-photon absorption is observed for the
capture of an electron from the valence band with much larger
absorption energies of around 340 nm.
Figure 10a shows that CuTi undergoes optical absorption

from CuTi
2− to CuTi

− and from CuTi
− to CuTi

0 in the near-UV
(490 nm) and the UV (375 nm) regions, respectively, for the
excitation of an electron to the conduction band. These
absorptions will occur within the absorption edge of anatase
TiO2 and is thus not expected to be distinguishable
experimentally. CuTi can also undergo hole ionization from
the VBM as shown in Figure 10c where the absorptions occur
in the NIR (886 nm; CuTi

0 → CuTi
−) and the green region

(525 nm; CuTi
− → CuTi

2−) of the visible spectrum. These
results can be seen in the transmission data in (Figure 2a) by
the dip around the absorption edge and ∼525 nm compared to
undoped pure anatase and is shown to be quite pronounced in
the 10% Cu samples, signifying larger concentrations of
substitutional Cu.
Figure 10b,d displays the electron and hole ionization

transitions for interstitial Cu (Cui), respectively. Figure 10b
shows that the optical excitation of an electron to the CBM

Figure 10. One-dimensional configurational coordinate diagram for (a,c) CuTi and (b,d) Cui under electron and hole ionization, respectively. In
each example, the absorption and emission energies are independent of the chemical potentials and therefore the growth conditions.
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results in the absorption of a photon in the NIR region (969
nm) for Cui

+ → Cui
2+. From the transmission data in (Figure

2a), broad troughs are seen ∼900−1200 nm for the 10 and
20% Cu samples, suggesting that an increased incorporation of
interstitial Cu is present. The broad troughs are indicative of a
large relaxation energy100 (Erel) which for Cui

+ to Cui
2+ is

∼0.91 eV. A small dip in the transmission occurs for 5% Cu
and none at all for 2% Cu, leading to the conclusion that the
2+ → 1+ transition may be suppressed. It is not expected that
an optical transition will occur from the 1+ to the 0 charge
states as thermal ionization occurs in the conduction band and
has thus been omitted from this diagram. The capture of an
electron by Cui

2+ (from the VBM) facilitates the absorption of
a photon in the near-UV with a wavelength of which, as with
CuTi, is not expected to be distinguishable experimentally
because of its position in the absorption edge of TiO2.
Emission. The intrinsic defect emissions for VTi and VO are

shown in Figure 9. Infrared PL also occurs under both electron
excitation and capture. Under electron excitation from VTi to
the conduction band, it is expected for the transitions: VTi

0 →
VTi

−, VTi
− → VTi

2−, VTi
2− → VTi

3−, and VTi
3− → VTi

4− that
emissions of 969, 1261, 1527, and 1344 nm will be seen. Under
the emission of an electron to the VBM (Figure 9b), two IR
emissions are observed at 2903 and 3768 nm for VTi

4− → VTi
3−

and VTi
3− → VTi

2−, respectively. The other transitions are likely
to be nonradiative as they occur at very small energies (0.033−
0.086 eV). Most experimental PL studies are carried out in the
UV−vis region of the electromagnetic spectrum and (<900
nm) and are thus not accounted for in the scientific literature.
One study on TiO2 nanoribbons, however, shows a PL peak of
around 969 nm.101 The Stokes shifts for each transition
(difference between absorption and emission) are fairly large
and as such indicate a broad shift between the absorption and
emission. The total Stokes shifts for each transition: VTi

4− ↔
VTi

3−, VTi
3− ↔ VTi

2−, VTi
2− ↔ VTi

−, and VTi
− ↔ VTi

0 are 2.07,
2.28, 2.36, and 2.11 eV, respectively. Within the PL of Cu-
doped TiO2 in Figure 2b, the peaks at 969, 1250, and 1340 nm
correspond to those by VTi. It is likely that the glass emission
around 1531 nm masks the 1527 nm peak from the VTi

2− →
VTi

3− transition.
VO only undergoes PL via the release of an electron to the

VBM. This is a two-photon process with a wavelength of 416
nm; thus, the peak intensity is expected to be larger than that
of a single photon process. Numerous room-temperature
studies observe a peak of around 427−417 nm (where a shift is
expected at increasing temperature) which Kernazhitsky et al.
identify as an oxygen vacancy-related peak.99,102−106 In Figure
2b, the peak at 416 nm matches well to that calculated here.
The intensity of the peak rises with increasing Cu doping,
indicating the formation of oxygen vacancies. The total Stokes
shift for the two-electron process is calculated as 1.26 eV, in
good agreement with the study of Wang et al., which shows a
Stokes shift of 1.36 eV.102

The emission energies present for electron (Figure 10a) and
hole (Figure 10c) ionization of CuTi range from the mid-IR
region to the red region of the visible spectrum. In Figure 10a,
the transition of CuTi

0 → CuTi
− and the subsequent transition

of CuTi
− to CuTi

2− give rise to PL peaks at ∼ 634 and ∼1252
nm, respectively. Upon the release of a hole to the VBM, two
PL peaks are expected around 1512 nm (CuTi

2− → CuTi
−) and

∼31 μm (CuTi
− → CuTi

0 ). The latter absorption is expected to
be nonradiative because of the very small emission energy and
will thus be dissipated through the anatase lattice as

phonons.107 Similar behavior is seen in acceptor defects such
as VZn in ZnO108 as well as VGa in GaN.107 It is expected that
these peaks will be broad because of the relatively large Erel
values (∼0.7 eV). Because of the glass emission at 1525 nm in
Figure 2b, it is hard to tell whether this peak is present in the
AACVD-made Cu-doped TiO2 thin films.
Cui will only photoluminesce after the capture of an electron

from the valence band. Figure 10b depicts this with a value of
599 nm and a broad peak (Erel = 0.91 eV). This is seen in the
room-temperature PL data in (Figure 2b) from ∼450 to 625
nm. The highest intensity PL occurs in the 20% Cu sample,
which, together with the transmission data in (Figure 2a),
indicates that the presence of interstitial Cu is more
substantial. Figure 10b shows that Cui will not photoluminesce
after electron ionization because of the thermodynamic
resonance of Cui

+ in the conduction band. Instead, it is likely
that Cui

+ will readily capture an electron with an energy barrier
of 0.005 eV to return to the 2+ charge state.
The presence of interstitial Cu in the anatase lattice together

with substitutional Cu is likely beneficial to both the
photocatalytic activity and the electron-carrier separation
lifetimes. The mechanism of this is possibly due to the
synergistic effect of deep acceptor/shallow donor pairs
whereby an excited electron from CuTi can be readily accepted
by an interstitial Cu defect, thereby increasing the separation.
Electron capture by substitutional Cu occurs in the visible/
NIR region of the spectrum (CuTi

0 → CuTi
−; Eabs = 886 nm),

and electron excitation of Cui also occurs in the visible/NIR
region (Cui

+ → Cui
2+; Eabs = 969 nm) aiding the visible light-

enhanced photocatalytic activity. It is possible that competition
between these defects may arise with increased Cu
incorporation favoring the formation of interstitial Cu over
substitutional Cu, thereby losing the beneficial synergistic
effect. This is evidenced through the detrimental effect to the
carrier separation lifetimes in Figure 4 and to the decrease in
photocatalytic activity (Figure 5a) toward higher doping levels
where the CuTi:Cui ratio is suggested to be higher (10 and
20%).

■ CONCLUSIONS
AACVD provides a facile route to highly photoactive and
antimicrobial Cu-doped TiO2 thin films. From experimental
analysis, the 5% TiO2:Cu film in particular displayed the
greatest exciton lifetimes, photocatalytic activity (in the
degradation of stearic acid), and antibacterial activity (against
E. coli and S. aureus) under 365 nm irradiation. Using hybrid
DFT calculations, this was demonstrated to be due to a
synergistic effect from interstitial and substitutional Cu within
the anatase lattice and confirmed by optical transmission and
PL experiments. Effective dopant selection and concentration
control are therefore key to providing the maximum efficiency
in terms of carrier lifetimes for migration to the surface for the
necessary reactions to take place for photocatalysis and
antibacterial activity.
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